## PHILOSOPHY COURSE OFFERINGS 2018-2019

### FALL 2018

**INTRO**
- 9 Logic/Roth
- 11 Intro to Phil/Donley
- 23 Cog Sci/Orlandi
- 80G Bioethics/Driesbach

**HISTORY**
- 100A Ancient Greek/Bowin

**UPPER DIVISION**
- 106 Kant/Stone
- 122* Metaphysics/Bowin
- 143+ Applied Ethics: Ethics Bowl/Robertson

**SEMINARS**
- 190 Conceptual Schemes/Roth

**GRADUATE SEMINARS**
- 235 Psychology/Orlandi
- 290P David Lewis/Stone
- 280 Pedagogy/Tibbets

*Not teaching: Dinishak, Ellis, Guevara, Winther*

### WINTER 2019

**INTRO**
- 9 Logic/Bowin
- 11 Intro to Phil/Staff
- 22 Ethics/Dinishak

**HISTORY**
- 100B Rationalists/Guevara

**UPPER DIVISION**
- 125* Phil of Science/Winther
- 135* Phil of Psych/Orlandi
- 144 Social and Political/Stone
- 152+ Aesthetics/Orlandi

**SEMINARS**
- 190 Phil of Science/Winther

**GRADUATE SEMINARS**
- 202 Topics in Ancient Greek/Bowin
- 270 Grad Research/Ellis
- 233 Philosophy & Psychiatry/Dinishak

*Not teaching: Roth*

### SPRING 2019

**INTRO**
- 11 Intro to Phil/Staff
- 2X Business Ethics/Robertson
- 80E Latin American Phil/Winther

**HISTORY**
- 100C Empiricists/Stone

**UPPER DIVISION**
- 113 History of Analytic/Roth
- 121* Epistemology/Staff
- 124* Other Minds/Dinishak

**SEMINARS**
- 190/Phil & Disability/Dinishak

**GRADUATE SEMINARS**
- 246 Enviro Ethics/Guevara & Campagna
- 231 Topics in Epistemology/Roth
- 290S Topics in Phil Sci/Winther

*Not teaching: Bowin, Ellis, Orlandi*

---

*Metaphysics/Epistemology (2 required) +Value Theory (1 required)